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Abstract
We study the single-message broadcast problem in dynamic radio networks. We show that the
time complexity of the problem depends on the amount of stability and connectivity of the
dynamic network topology and on the adaptiveness of the adversary providing the dynamic
topology. More formally, we model communication using the standard graph-based radio network
model. To model the dynamic network, we use a variant of the synchronous dynamic graph model
introduced in [Kuhn et al., STOC 2010]. For integer parameters T ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1, we call a
dynamic graph T -interval k-connected if for every interval of T consecutive rounds, there exists
a k-vertex-connected stable subgraph. Further, for an integer parameter τ ≥ 0, we say that the
adversary providing the dynamic network is τ -oblivious if for constructing the graph of some
round t, the adversary has access to all the randomness (and states) of the algorithm up to round
t− τ .
As our main result, we show that for any T ≥ 1, any k ≥ 1, and any τ ≥ 1, for a
τ -oblivious adversary, there is a distributed algorithm to broadcast a single message in time
O
((
1 + nk·min{τ,T}
) · n log3 n). We further show that even for large interval k-connectivity, effi-
cient broadcast is not possible for the usual adaptive adversaries. For a 1-oblivious adversary,
we show that even for any T ≤ (n/k)1−ε (for any constant ε > 0) and for any k ≥ 1, global
broadcast in T -interval k-connected networks requires at least Ω(n2/k2 logn) time. Further, for
a 0-oblivious adversary, broadcast cannot be solved in T -interval k-connected networks as long
as T < n− k.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.2.2 Analysis of Algorithms and Problem Complexity – Non-
numerical Algorithms and Problems, G.2.2 Discrete Mathematics – Graph Theory
Keywords and phrases radio network, dynamic network, global broadcast, interval connectivity,
hitting game
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1 Introduction
By now, a rich theory on algorithms for large-scale wireless networks exists and we have a
rather precise understanding of the complexity of many basic computation and communication
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tasks for a variety of wireless network models. While many wireless communication models and
modeling assumptions have been studied, to a large part, the considered models all share one
basic property. Most of the existing work is based on static networks and on communication
models where wireless signal reception is modeled in a completely deterministic way. For
example, in the classic radio network model, a wireless network is modeled as a graph and a
node in the graph can receive a message transmitted by some neighbor if and only if no other
neighbor transmits at the same time, e.g., [5, 21]. In the SINR (or physical) model, nodes
have fixed coordinates in some geometric space and a transmitted signal can be successfully
received if and only if the signal-to-noise-and-interference ratio at the receiver is above a
certain fixed threshold, e.g., [14, 22].
The situation in actual networks however is quite different and wireless signal reception
might behave in a rather unpredictable way. There can be multiple sources for interference
which cannot be controlled by a distributed algorithm and signal propagation depends on
various properties of the environment. As a result, we often obtain wireless communication
links with unreliable behavior [16, 24, 26, 27, 28]. In addition, wireless devices might be
mobile leading to a potentially completely dynamic network topology.
As a consequence, in recent years, researchers in the wireless algorithms community have
also started to consider radio network models which exhibit nondeterministic behavior and
sometimes general dynamic topologies, e.g., [9, 11, 12, 2, 17, 13]. In the present paper, we
continue this line of research and study the global broadcast problem in dynamic radio
networks for a range of modeling assumptions. Note that in ordinary, static radio networks,
albeit appearingly simple, global broadcast is one of the best studied problems in the area,
(see, e.g., [4, 5, 10, 15, 23] and many others). We model a dynamic network by applying
the dynamic network model introduced in [18]. Time is divided into synchronous rounds
and a wireless network is modeled as a dynamic graph with a fixed set of n nodes and a set
of edges which can change from round to round. For two parameters T ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1, a
dynamic graph is called T -interval k-connected if for any interval of T consecutive rounds,
the set of edges which are present throughout these T rounds induces a graph with vertex
connectivity at least k (in [18], the model was only introduced for k = 1). We refer to [19]
for a more thorough discussion of the model of [18] and of several earlier related dynamic
network models (e.g., [3, 6, 11, 25]).
Communication is modeled by using the standard radio network model. In each round,
each node can either transmit a message or listen. A listening node successfully receives a
message transmitted by a neighbor in the current graph if and only if no other neighbor
transmits in the same round. We assume that nodes cannot detect collisions, i.e., whether 0
or more than 1 neighbors transmit is indistinguishable for a listening node. Note that the
described dynamic network model does not only allow to model topology changes due to
arbitrary node mobility. It also allows to model unreliable links where the presence/availability
can change for various reasons.
We assume that the dynamic graph is provided by a worst-case adversary. As we study
randomized distributed protocols, we need to specify to what extent the adversary can adapt
to the random decisions of the nodes when determining the sequence of network topologies.
For the adaptiveness of the adversary, we use a more fine-grained classification than what is
usually done. For an integer parameter τ ≥ 0, we say that the adversary is τ -oblivious if for
determining the graph in round r, the adversary knows the randomness of all nodes of all
the rounds up to round r − τ . Typically, only the extreme cases are studied. An adversary
which does not have access to the random decisions of the algorithm (i.e., τ =∞) is called
an oblivious adversary, whereas an adversary which has access to the randomness of the
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algorithm is called an adaptive adversary. If the adversary even has access to the randomness
of the current round (τ = 0), it is called strongly adaptive, otherwise (τ = 1), it is called
weakly adaptive. For more precise formal definitions of the modeling assumptions, we refer to
Section 2.
In our paper, we consider the problem of broadcasting a single message from a source
node to all the nodes of a dynamic network. The most relevant previous work in the context
of the present work appeared in [11, 13, 17]. In [11], it is shown that in 1-interval 1-connected
networks (i.e., the graph is connected in every round)1, the complexity of global broadcast
for a 1-oblivious adversary is Θ(n2/ logn). In [17] and [13], ∞-interval 1-connected graphs
are considered (i.e., there is a stable connected subgraph which is present throughout the
whole execution). In [17], it is shown that even for a 0-oblivious adversary, it is possible to
solve broadcast in O(n log2 n) rounds and it is shown that Ω(n) rounds are necessary even if
the stable connected subgraph has diameter 2. In [13], it is shown that when only assuming
an ∞-oblivious adversary, the running time can be improved to O((D + logn) logn), where
D is the diameter of the stable connected subgraph. Note that in this case, the algorithm in
[13] achieves essentially the same time complexity as is possible in static graphs of diameter
D [5, 20, 23]. In [13], it is also shown that for a 1-oblivious adversary, Ω(n/ logn) rounds
are necessary even for D = 2.
1.1 Contributions
In the following, we state the results of the paper. For formal details regarding problem
statement and modeling not specified in the introduction, we refer to Section 2. Our main
result is a randomized broadcast algorithm for the described dynamic radio network model.
The algorithm (and also partly its analysis) is based on a combination of the techniques used
in [11] and [17]. We prove the following main theorem.
I Theorem 1. Let T ≥ 1, τ ≥ 1, and k ≥ 1 be positive integer parameters. Assume that the
adversary is τ -oblivious. Then, in a dynamic T -interval k-connected n-node radio network,
with high probability, single message broadcast can be solved in time
O
((
1 + n
k ·min {τ, T}
)
· n log3 n
)
.
I Remark. Note that for small and for large values of min {τ, T}, one can do slightly better.
It is straightforward to generalize the broadcast algorithm of [11] to complete single message
broadcast in time O
(
n2/k logn
)
in 1-interval k-connected radio networks against a 1-oblivious
adversary. Using the result from [17], we also know that for a sufficiently large constant c
and T ≥ cn log2 n, single-message broadcast can be solved in O(n log2 n) rounds even for
τ = 0. Our upper bound therefore beats previous results for min {τ, T} = ω(log4 n) and
T = O(n log2 n).
In addition to the upper bound of Theorem 1, we also prove a lower bound which
essentially shows that even for very large values of T , some relaxation on the standard
adaptive adversaries is necessary in order to get an upper bound which improves with T . For
τ = 1, we show that at least for small k, the generalized upper bound of [11] is essentially
optimal. The lower bound can be seen as a generalization of the simple Ω(n2/ logn) lower
bound for k = 1 and T = 1 proven in [11].
1 In [11], the connectivity condition on the dynamic network is phrased differently and slightly more
general.
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Table 1 An overview over the existing bounds on global broadcast in the dynamic radio network
model. The results marked in bold are the results of the present paper. For the T =∞ results, D
refers to the diameter of the stable subgraph.
interval conn. vertex conn. adversary complexity
T = 1 k = 1 τ = 1 Θ
(
n2/ logn
)
[11]
T =∞ k = 1 τ = 0 O
(
n log2 n
)
/ Ω(n), D=2[17]
T =∞ k = 1 τ =∞ O ((D + logn) · logn)[13]
T =∞ k = 1 τ = 1 Ω(n/ logn), D=2 [13]
T ≥ 1 k ≥ 1 τ ≥ 1 O
((
1 + n
k·min{τ,T}
)
· n log3 n
)
T ≤ (n/k)1−ε k ≥ 1 τ = 1 Ω (n2/(k2 logn))
T < n− k k ≥ 1 τ = 0 impossible
I Theorem 2. For every constant ε > 0 and every T ≤ (n/k)1−ε, the expected time to
solve single-message broadcast in T -interval k-connected radio networks against a 1-oblivious
adversary is at least
Ω
(
n2
k2 logn
)
.
In addition, we show that unless the interval connectivity is very large, single-message
broadcast cannot be solved in the presence of a strongly adaptive (0-oblivious) adversary.
I Theorem 3. For any k ≥ 1 and any T < n− k, it is not possible to solve single-message
broadcast in T -interval k-connected radio networks against a 0-oblivious adversary.
The discussion of the above result appears in Section 5. We note that the above theorem
is tight in the following sense. As soon as T ≥ n− k, global broadcast can be solved (with
potentially exponential time complexity) and as soon as T = cn log2 n for a sufficiently large
constant c, we know from [17] that it can even be solved in time O(n log2 n). All results, as
well as a comparison with previous work are summarized in Table 1.
I Remark. In [18], interval connectivity was introduced to (in particular) study the problem
of broadcasting multiple messages in a dynamic network in a standard message passing
model. It is shown that interval connectivity T allows to essentially speed up multi-message
broadcast by a factor of T . We find it interesting that when considering a radio network
model, interval connectivity seems to provide a similar speed-up, even for broadcasting a
single message. Something similar also holds for graphs with large vertex connectivity. In
[7, 8], it is shown that even on static graphs, vertex connectivity k allows to speed up multi
message broadcast by essentially a factor k. Here, we show that a similar speed up can be
obtained in radio networks even for broadcasting a single message.
2 Model and Problem Definition
Dynamic Network. As described in Section 1, we adapt the synchronous dynamic network
model of [18] to model dynamic networks.2 Time is divided into rounds such that for all
r ≥ 1, round r starts at time r − 1 and ends at time r. A dynamic network is given by a
2 Similar dynamic network models have also been used before [18], for example in [3, 11, 25]. For additional
references and a thorough discussion, we refer to [19].
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sequence of undirected graphs 〈G1, G2, . . . 〉, where Gr = (V,Er) is a static graph representing
the network topology in round r. The node set V is a set of n nodes corresponding to
the wireless devices in the network and the edge set Er is the set of active communication
links in round r. A dynamic graph 〈G1, G2, . . . 〉 is called T -interval k-connected for integer
parameters T ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1 if and only if for all r ≥ 1, the graph
G¯r,T = (V, E¯r,T ), E¯r,T :=
r+T−1⋂
r′=r
Er′
is a graph with vertex connectivity at least k.
Communication Model. An n-node distributed algorithm A is defined by n randomized
processes which are assigned to the nodes of the dynamic graph by an adversary. For
simplicity we use the term node u to also refer to the process which is assigned to node u.
In each round, each node decides either to transmit a message or to listen to the wireless
channel. The behavior of the wireless channel is modeled by using the standard radio network
model first used in [5, 10]. When node u decides to transmit in round r, its message reaches
all of its neighbours in Gr. A node v which listens in round r receives a message transmitted
by a neighbor u if and only if u is the only neighbor of v in Gr which is transmitting in
round r. If no message reaches v (no neighbor is transmitting), v receives silence, indicated
by ⊥. If two or more messages reach v, v also receives ⊥, i.e., v cannot distinguish 2 or more
transmitting neighbors from silence.
Adversary. We assume that the network changes under the control of an adversary. For any
round r the adversary has to determine Gr based on the knowledge it has. For an integer
τ ≥ 0, we call an adversary τ -oblivious if for any r ≥ 1, the adversary constructs Gr based
on the knowledge of: (1) the algorithm description, (2) the network topologies of rounds
1, . . . , r − 1, and (3) the nodes’ random choices of the first r − τ rounds.
Global Broadcast. A distributed algorithm solving the global broadcast problem needs to
disseminate a single message M from a distinguished source node to all the processes in
the network. We assume that in a distributed broadcast algorithm, non-source nodes are
activated (and can start to actively transmit) when they first receive the broadcast message
M. Nodes that do not yet knowM remain silent.
Mathematical Notation. For two integers a ≤ b, [a, b] denotes the set of all integers between
a and b (including a and b). Further, for an integer a ≥ 1, we use [a] as a short form to
denote [a] := [1, a]. We say that a probability event happens with high probability (w.h.p.)
if it happens with probability at least 1− 1/nc, where n is the number of nodes and c > 0 is
a constant which can be chosen arbitrarily large by adjusting other constants.
3 Upper Bound
3.1 Randomized Broadcasting Algorithm
We now describe our randomized algorithm which solves broadcast in a T -interval k-connected
radio network against a τ -oblivious adversary. As stated in Section 1.1, the algorithm
has a time complexity of O
(
(1 + n/(kψ)) · n log3 n) with high probability where ψ :=
min {τ, T, n/2k}. In light of the comment following Theorem 1 in Section 1.1, throughout
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Section 3, we assume that ψ = Ω(log3 n) as otherwise, one can achieve a stronger upper
bound by just using an adapted version of [11].
In the first round, the source node transmits the message to its neighbors. Because we
assume that each graph is k-vertex connected, after one round, at least k+ 1 nodes know the
message. From there on, our randomized algorithm works in phases. To simplify notation, in
the following, we ignore the first round and assume that at time 0, the algorithm starts with
at least k + 1 nodes which know the broadcast messageM. The phases of the algorithm are
defined as follows.
I Definition 4 (Phase). The jth time interval of ψ consecutive rounds is called phase j,
where j is a positive integer. Hence, phase j starts at time (j − 1)ψ and ends at time jψ and
it consists of rounds (j − 1)ψ + 1, . . . , jψ.
Let tv denote the round in which M is received by node v for the first time. In each
round t the set V is partitioned into following three subsets. The previously informed nodes
I(t) are the nodes that have received M in some phase before the current phase. Note
that in the first phase, I(t) consists of at least k + 1 informed nodes. The nodes that have
receivedM for the first time in the current phase in some round before time t are called
newly informed nodes, and they are denoted by N(t). Finally, the set of uninformed nodes at
time t is denoted by U(t) := V \ {I(t) ∪N(t)}.
The algorithm can be seen as a combination of two existing protocols which appeared in
[11] and [17]. The protocol of [11] is a very basic one where all informed nodes always try to
transmit the message independently with the same uniform probability. In the harmonic
broadcast protocol of [17], informed nodes use harmonically decaying probabilities to forward
the message. In each phase of our algorithm, in the first dψ/2e rounds, a variant of the
protocol of [11] is applied and in the second bψ/2c rounds, the idea of the protocol of [17] is
applied. In the following, the algorithm is described in detail.
First half of a phase. In the first dψ/2e rounds of a phase, all informed nodes, i.e., all
v ∈ {I(t) ∪N(t)}, transmit the message with probability 1/n.
Second half of a phase. The nodes in U(t) ∪ I(t) remain silent throughout the second
half of a phase. However, in each round t, any node v ∈ N(t) transmits the message with
probability pv(t), given by
∀t >
⌊
t
ψ
⌋
· ψ +
⌈
ψ
2
⌉
: ∀v ∈ N(t) : pv(t) := 1
1 +
⌊
t−tˆv−1
T
⌋ , (1)
where
tˆv :=

⌊
t
ψ
⌋
· ψ +
⌈
ψ
2
⌉
, if bt/ψc · ψ < tv < bt/ψc · ψ + dψ/2e
tv, otherwise
and T will be fixed in Lemma 5.
Thus, in the second half of a phase, only nodes participate which for the first time receive
M in the current phase. Each node v which gets newly informed in the phase executes the
following protocol. As soon as v knowsM and as soon as the second half of the phase has
started, v starts transmittingM to its neighbors. For the first T rounds, v transmits the
M with probability 1, for the next T rounds v transmitsM with probability 1/2, and the
probability for the next time intervals of T rounds becomes 1/3,1/4, etc.
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θ0 θ1 θ2 θ3 θm· · ·
jψ −
⌊
ψ
2
⌋
jψ time
Figure 1 Time intervals [θi−1, θi] with equal number of free and busy rounds where i > 1.
3.2 Analysis
Recall that by the definitiuon of ψ, we have kψ ≤ n/2, ψ ≤ T , and ψ ≤ τ . The T -interval
k-connectivity of the dynamic network guarantees the existence of a stable spanning subgraph
with vertex connectivity of at least k throughout the whole duration of every phase. We call
this reliable spanning subgraph the backbone of the phase. Note that we may have different
backbones in different phases. Let P (t) denote the sum of transmitting probabilities of all
the nodes in round t, i.e., P (t) :=
∑
v∈V pv(t). For the analysis of our algorithm, we say that
round t is busy if P (t) ≥ 1 and otherwise we say that round t is free. If the node v is the
only node transmitting in a round, we say that node v gets isolated in that round.
For any phase j, let θ0 := jψ − bψ/2c, i.e., θ0 is the time when the second half of the
phase starts. For i > 0, we define θi > θi−1 to be the first time such that in the time interval
[θi−1, θi] (i.e., in rounds θi−1 + 1, . . . , θi) the number of busy rounds equals the number of
free rounds (see Figure 1).
We further define m ≥ 0 such that θm is the last such time defined for a given phase.
The case m = 0 implies that throughout the second half of the phase, the number of busy
rounds is always larger than the number of free rounds.
We use the following lemma adapted from Lemma 13 of [17].
I Lemma 5 ([17]). Consider a node v. Let t > tˆv be such that at least half of the rounds
tˆv + 1, . . . , t are free. If T ≥ d12 ln(n/)e for some  > 0, then with probability larger than
1− /n there exists a round t′ ∈ {tˆv + 1, . . . , t} such that v is isolated in round t′.
I Lemma 6. For all phases, in each time interval [θi−1, θi], where i ∈ [m], if round
θi−1 + 1 is busy then any node v with tˆv ∈ {θi−1, . . . .θi − 1} gets isolated in some round
t′ ∈ {tˆv + 1, . . . , θi} with high probability.
Proof. Let t¯ denote the first round that the number of free rounds equals the number of
busy rounds starting from round tˆv + 1. For the sake of contradiction, assume that t¯ > θi,
that is, the number of free rounds is less than the number of busy rounds in
{
tˆv + 1, . . . , θi
}
and we also know that the number of busy rounds is greater than the number of free rounds
in
{
θi−1 + 1, . . . , tˆv
}
(because of minimality of θi and the fact that round θi−1 + 1 is busy).
It follows that the number of busy rounds is greater than the number of free rounds in
{θi−1 + 1, . . . , θi} contradicting our assumption on the equality of free and busy rounds in
{θi−1 + 1, . . . , θi}. Therefore, t¯ ≤ θi and according to Lemma 5 the claim holds. J
As one can see in Figure 2, at the beginning of each phase, the uninformed nodes in the
backbone form one or several connected subgraphs which we call the uninformed connected
components. For each uninformed connected component there must exist some edge in the
backbone (within a phase) connecting an informed node to a node in that component. Note
that because the adversary is τ -oblivious and thus also oblivious to the last ψ ≤ τ rounds, the
adversary has to determine the dynamic graph throughout a phase before the phase starts.
The backbone graph of a phase can therefore not change depending on the randomness of
the algorithm during the phase.
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u
informed nodes
v
Figure 2 Backbone of a phase. Available components are identified by thick circles.
I Definition 7 (Available Components and Available Nodes). At the end of the first dψ/2e
rounds of each phase, any uninformed connected component that includes at least one newly
informed node is called an available component. All the nodes in an available component are
called available nodes.
I Lemma 8. Consider an arbitrary phase and an arbitrary i ≥ 1. If at the beginning of
round θi of the phase there exists at least one uninformed available node, then w.h.p. at least
one available node gets informed in round θi.
Proof. We will show that for every i ≥ 1, w.h.p., if there is some node available u with
tˆu = θi−1 and at the beginning of round θi, there is at least one uninformed available node,
then at least one available node v gets informed in round θi. The claim of the lemma then
follows by induction on i. If there are no available nodes, there is nothing to prove. If there
are available nodes, there is at least one node u which gets newly informed in the first half of
the phase and we therefore have tˆu = θ0. Using the above claim, it then w.h.p. follows that
if there still is an uninformed available node at time θ1 − 1, some uninformed available node
u′ gets informed in round θ1 and thus tˆu′ = θ1. For i > 1, the induction step now follows in
the same way. It therefore remains to show that w.h.p., if there is some node available u
with tˆu = θi−1 and at the beginning of round θi, there is at least one uninformed available
node, then at least one available node v gets informed in round θi.
By Lemma 6 we know that w.h.p., all the nodes u with tˆu ∈ {θi−1, . . . , θi − 1} get isolated
in some round t′ ∈ {θi−1 + 1, . . . , θi}. Hence, by induction on j, w.h.p., for all j ≤ i−1 there
is some node u′ with tˆu′ = θj and therefore all nodes u with tˆu ∈ {θ0, . . . , θi − 1} get isolated
in some round t′ ∈ {θ0 + 1, . . . , θi}. Consequently, w.h.p., all newly informed nodes N(θi−1)
at time θi − 1 get isolated in some round t′ ∈ {θ0 + 1, . . . , θi}. Let v be an uninformed
available node before round θi (i.e., at time θi − 1). Because v is available, at time θi − 1,
there is a informed available neighbor u in the backbone graph of the current phase. We
clearly have u ∈ N(θi−1) and thus w.h.p., u gets isolated in some round t′ ∈ {θ0 + 1, . . . , θi}.
As soon as u gets isolated, v gets informed and we can therefore conclude that u gets isolated
in round θi and thus v gets informed in round θi. J
The proof of the following lemma appears in the full version of this paper [1].
I Lemma 9. Consider an arbitrary phase and assume that at the beginning of the second
bψ/2c rounds of the phase there are z available nodes. Then, w.h.p., for some constant c > 0,
at the end of the phase we have at least min
{
z, cψ/ ln2 n
}
newly informed nodes.
Using the established technical lemmas, we can now proof our upper bound theorem.
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I Theorem 1 (restated). Let T ≥ 1, τ ≥ 1, and k ≥ 1 be positive integer parameters.
Assume that the adversary is τ -oblivious. Then, in a dynamic T -interval k-connected n-node
radio network, with high probability, single message broadcast can be solved in time
O
((
1 + n
k ·min {τ, T}
)
· n log3 n
)
.
Proof. Consider some phase j and let Bj be the backbone of phase j, i.e., Bj is the stable
k-connected subgraph of phase j. Consider the subgraph Bj [Uj ] of Bj induced by the
uninformed nodes Uj . This induced subgraph might consist of several connected components.
However, each of the components is connected to at least k nodes in Ij as it is shown in
Figure 2 (recall that we can assume that |I(t)| ≥ k + 1). Note that if one of these at least k
nodes gets isolated in the first half of the phase, all nodes in the component become available
for the second half of the phase.
In the first half of phase j, in any round t, each node in I(t) transmits the message with
probability 1/n. Therefore, for every node u ∈ I(t), the probability that u gets isolated in
round t+ 1 (in the first half of a phase) is at least
Pr(u gets isolated in round t+ 1) ≥ 1
n
(
1− 1
n
)n−1
>
1
en
. (2)
In following, we analyze the progress in the first half of some phase j. Consider an
uninformed node v ∈ Uj (at the beginning of phase j). Let Av be the event that v becomes
available in the first half of phase j. Event Av definitely occurs if one of the at least k
initially informed neighbors of v’s component in Bj [Uj ] gets isolated in one of the at least
ψ/2 rounds of the first half of the phase. The probability for this is
Pr(Av) ≥ 1−
(
1− k
en
)ψ/2
> 1− e−kψ/2en ≥ kψ4en.
The last inequality follows from the fact that for all 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, e−x ≤ 1 − x/2. Let X
be the number of nodes in Uj that get available in phase j. For convenience, we define
λ := |Uj |/n ≤ 1. We then have
E[X] =
∑
v∈Uj
Pr(Av) ≥ |Uj | · kψ4en =
λkψ
4e . (3)
We define F := min
{
ψ
16e ,
cψ
ln2 n
}
, where c > 0 is the constant that is used in Lemma 9. Note
that by Lemma 9, in phase j, w.h.p., at least min{X,F} uninformed nodes become informed.
We define a phase to be successful if X ≥ λF . Let S be the event that phase j is successful
and let S¯ be the complementary event. We can upper bound the expected value of X as
follows:
E[X] < Pr(S¯) · λF + (1− Pr(S¯)) · λn.
Combining with the upper bound in (3), we obtain (recall that we assume that kψ ≤ n/2).
Pr(S¯) < n−
kψ
4e
n− F ≤
n− kψ4e
n− ψ16e
≤
(
1− kψ4en
)(
1 + ψ8en
) (k≥1)
≤
(
1− kψ8en
)
. (4)
By Lemma 9, in a successful phase, w.h.p., at least λF new nodes get informed. Hence, in
a successful phase, w.h.p., we get rid of at least an (F/n)-fraction of the remaining uninformed
nodes. In order to inform all nodes, w.h.p., we therefore need at most O(n log(n)/F ) =
O(n log3(n)/ψ) successful phases. Using (4) and a standard Chernoff argument, we can thus
w.h.p. upper bound the total number of phases by O
(
n2 log3(n)/(kψ2)
)
. As each phase
takes ψ round, this concludes the proof. J
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4 Lower Bound
In this section we prove a lower bound for global broadcast in T -interval k-connected radio
networks against a 1-oblivious adversary. Furthermore, we show impossibility of solving the
same problem against a strongly adaptive adversary (0-oblivious adversary).
Our lower bound is based on a general technique for proving lower bounds for communic-
ation problems in radio networks, introduced by Newport in [23]. Using this technique, one
first defines a combinatorial game for which a lower bound can be proved directly. It is then
shown how to reduce the game to the problem in order to leverage the game’s lower bound
to obtain the desired lower bound for the problem.
To prove Theorem 2 using this technique, we first introduce an abstract hitting game,
called the (β, `, ϕ)-periodic hitting game and directly prove a lower bound for winning this
game. We note that this game is more involved than the games used in previous work,e.g.,
[13, 23]. Based on a lower bound for the hitting game, for a given instance of the game
we instantiate an n-node target network. By instantiation of an n-node network, we mean
assigning n processes with unique IDs to the nodes of the network. For the instantiation, one
needs to also have information which is not available to the player in the game. However,
we show that by playing the game, the player can still simulate the execution of a given
broadcast algorithm on the corresponding target network to the given instance of the game.
We show that this simulation of a broadcast algorithm allows to win the hitting game and
the lower bound on the hitting game and the simulation together imply a lower bound for
solving global broadcast.
(β, `, ϕ)-periodic hitting game. The game is defined for three integers β, `, ϕ > 0 and
proceeds in rounds. Time is divided into phases of ϕ rounds, where the jth phase of the
game is called phase pij . That is, phase pi1 consists of rounds 1 to ϕ, phase pi2 consists of
rounds ϕ+ 1 to 2ϕ, etc. The first round of any phase pij is called tj . The player of the game
is represented by a probabilistic automaton P and plays the game against a referee. Two
sets are defined for this game, a selection set S := [β] which is fixed during the game, and a
target set which might change from round to round. The target set of round t is denoted by
X(t). In each round t, P chooses one element from S and outputs it as the guess γ(t) for
round t. Round t is called a successful round, if and only if γ(t) ∈ X(t).
At the beginning of each phase pij (j ≥ 1), the referee determines a set Yj consisting of
` elements chosen uniformly at random from S. We define the target set as follows. For
convenience, assume that Y0, Y−1 and X(0) are empty sets.
∀j,∀t ∈ [tj , tj + ϕ− 1] : X(t) :=
{
Yj ∪
[
X(t− 1) \ ({γ(t− 1)} ∪ (Yj−2 \ Yj−1))
]
if t = tj ,
X(t− 1) \ {γ(t− 1)} if t 6= tj .
That is, at the beginning of each phase pij , the referee chooses ` elements Yj from S uniformly
at random and adds them to the target set. Two phases (2ϕ rounds) later, each of these `
elements which still remains in the target set (and which is not in Yj+1) is removed from
the target set by the referee. Moreover, after each successful round, the referee removes
the correct guess from the target set. Player P wins the game in r rounds if and only
if either round r is the βth successful round for P, or before round r + 1 (in phase j),
X(r + 1) ∩ Yj−1 = ∅ or X(r + 1) ∩ Yj = ∅. The second condition will be used to ensure
sufficiently large interval connectivity of the target network as long as the game is not won.
The only information that the player receives at the end of each round is whether the round
was successful or not. The player is also notified if it wins the game.
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(a) The core structure of the dynamic lower
bound network. The edges labeled A, B, and C
are added in different phases.
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(b) At least one edge exists between I and U for
any T consecutive rounds.
Figure 3 A snapshot of the dynamic network used in the hitting game simulation.
Intuitively, as long as the target set changes sufficiently often, it should always appear
essentially random to the player. Therefore, the best strategy for hitting the target set is to
always choose an almost uniformly random guess, leading to roughly β/` rounds to get a
single successful round. The following lemma states this intuition formally. The proof of the
lemma appears in the full version of this paper [1].
I Lemma 10. For any ϕ ≤ β/3 and for ` ≥ `0 for a sufficiently large constant `0 > 0, the
expected number of rounds for a player to win the (β, `, ϕ)-periodic hitting game is at least
Ω(β2/`).
I Lemma 11. If algorithm A solves the global broadcast problem in any T -interval 1-
connected dynamic n-nodes network against a 1-oblivious adversary in f(n) = nO(1) rounds
in expectation for a sufficiently large value of T , then we can construct a player P to win
the (bn/2c − `, `, cT lnn)-periodic hitting game in expected O(f(n) logn) rounds, for some
positive constants c and `.
Proof. We construct a player P to simulate the execution of A on a particular T -interval
1-connected dynamic n-node network (the target network). Then the player uses the
transmitting behavior of the nodes in the simulation to generate guesses for playing the game.
We start by defining the target network for a given instance of the (bn/2c − `, `, cT lnn)-
periodic hitting game.
The Target Network. For the following discussion, we set β := bn/2c− ` and ϕ := cT logn
to denote the size of the selection set and the length of a phase of the hitting game. We
assume that we are given an instance of the (β, `, ϕ)-periodic hitting game. Based on how
the hitting game develops, we define an n-node dynamic target network. We first describe
the core (backbone) part of the network. The nodes of the dynamic network are defined as
V := {0, . . . , n− 1}. We assume that node 0 is the source and we identify the next β nodes
(i.e., the set [β]) with the selection set S of the hitting game. Throughout the execution,
node 0 is connected to all nodes in [β] and it is not connected to any other node. Throughout
the simulation of the broadcast algorithm, we use I and U to denote the set of informed and
uninformed nodes, respectively (a node is informed iff it knows the broadcast messageM).
Clearly, as soon as the source node broadcastsM, the set of informed nodes is I = {0, . . . , β}
and we thus have U = {β + 1, . . . , n− 1}. To simplify notation, we assume that already at
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the start of the simulation, all nodes in {0, . . . , β} knowM and thus, we start round 1 with
I = {0, . . . , β} and U = {β + 1, . . . , n− 1}. We will assume that the number of uninformed
nodes is always at least 2`. As soon as it drops below, we stop carrying out the simulation.
Throughout the simulation, we always assume that all nodes in I form a clique and all
nodes in U form a clique. Apart from this, the topology of the core network is determined by
the target set of the hitting game that we are trying to win by simulating A. Assume that
in some round r of the hitting game, the target set is X(r) ⊂ [β]. During the simulation,
in the backbone network we then use the nodes in X(r) as bridge nodes to connect the
informed nodes to the uninformed nodes. Each node x ∈ X(r) is connected to exactly one
node n(x) ∈ U such that each node in U is connected to at most one node in X(r). We
assume that whenever a new node is added to X(r), its neighbor in U is chosen uniformly at
random among all nodes in U which are not already connected to a bridge node in X(r).
Note that the size of X(r) is always at most 2` and because we assumed that |U | ≥ 2`, we
can always do such an assignment of bridge nodes. Whenever the player makes a successful
guess x ∈ X(r), we move x to the set of informed nodes I and we connect x with all nodes
in I and disconnect it with all nodes in the remaining set U of uninformed nodes. Note that
in the hitting game, after a successful guess x ∈ X(r), x is also removed from the target
set. The target network at any time is either the described core network (backbone) or the
complete graph Kn, for which the choice will be explained later.
The Simulation. The simulation of the broadcast algorithm A is done in a round-by-round
manner. As the dynamic topology used in the simulation depends on the target set of the
hitting game, the player P of the hitting game does not know the dynamic topology. We
need to show that P can still correctly simulate the behavior of the broadcast algorithm.
As discussed above, we assume that at the beginning of the simulation, the set of informed
nodes is I = {0, . . . , β}. Each round of A is simulated by P by making at most c lnn guesses
in the hitting game. More specifically, a given round r of A is simulated as follows.
First, note that because we assume that the adversary is 1-oblivious, P can base the graph
of round r on the states of all nodes at the beginning of the round. Hence, in particular, the
graph of round r can depend on the probability pv(r) with which each node v ∈ I transmits
in the given round. We define a round r of A to be busy if ∑v∈I pv(r) > c2 lnn, otherwise a
round r is called free. In a busy round, the network graph is assumed to be the complete
graph Kn and in a free round, the network graph is assumed to be exactly the backbone
graph as described above. We assume that P always knows the set of informed nodes and
because only informed nodes are allowed to transmit, P can determine all messages which
are transmitted in a round by simulating the random decisions of the nodes in I. We say
that the simulated execution of A is bad if either there is a free round in which more than
c lnn nodes in I decide to transmit a message or if there is a busy round in which exactly
one node in I decides to transmit. Otherwise, the simulated execution is called good. If an
execution turns out to be bad, P stops the simulation of A and simply continues making
random guesses until it wins the hitting game. Note that the expected time to win the
hitting game in this way is at most O(β2/`) as unless there have been at least Ω(`) successes
during the last φ = O(β) rounds of the hitting game, the probability for a successful guess
is always Ω(`/β). As long as the number of simulated rounds f(n) of A is polynomial in n
(and thus also in β), for an arbitrary given constant d > 0 and sufficiently large constant c,
the probability to obtain a good execution is at least 1− 1/nd. For sufficiently large constant
c, the expected time to win the hitting game is therefore dominated by the expected time to
win the game conditioned on the event that the simulation of A creates a good execution.
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In the following, we therefore assume that the generated broadcast execution is good. In
the following, we also assume that in the current phase (of length ϕ) of the hitting game,
there are still at least c lnn guesses that can be made. If this is not the case, player P first
makes a sequence of unsuccessful guesses to finish the phase (P can for example repeat the
last guess it has made before to make sure it is not successful). As we assumed that T is
sufficiently large, we can assume that ϕ c lnn and therefore we only waste a small fraction
of all guesses by doing this.
Let us first assume that a simulated round r of A is busy. As in this case, the communic-
ation network is a complete graph and since we assume that in a good execution, no node
gets isolated (transmits alone), every node receives silence and we therefore do not need to
simulate any receive behavior. In this case, we also do not make any guesses in the hitting
game. If round r is free, the number of nodes that transmit is between 0 and c lnn. First
recall that the nodes in I are fully connected and P can therefore clearly simulate their
receive behavior. Further, let Z(r) ⊆ [β] be the set of nodes in β which are transmitting
in round r. For each z ∈ Z(r), player P uses z as a guess in the hitting game. Note that
because there are at most c lnn guesses to be made and because we assumed that there
are still at least c lnn guesses in the current phase of the hitting game, during making the
guesses for all z ∈ Z(r), we do not change the phase (and thus the target set) in the hitting
game. The node z therefore is a bridge node connecting I to a node n(z) ∈ U in round
r of the broadcast algorithm if and only if z is a successful guess. In that case, n(z) is a
uniformly random node in U . Hence, if z is a successful guess, P chooses n(z) uniformly at
random in U and it moves n(z) from U to I. Note that z is also removed from the target set,
and all connections of n(z) to nodes in the remaining set U are removed. Note also that by
choosing n(z) uniformly at random in U , player P does not only simulate the randomness
of the broadcast algorithm, but it also simulates the randomness of the adversary. As long
as the execution is good, in the given dynamic network, the broadcast algorithm informs
a new node if and only if one of the bridge nodes v transmits in a free round. For any
bridge node v which transmits in a free round, the corresponding uninformed bridge node
n(v) gets informed. The described simulation therefore correctly simulates the broadcast
algorithm and it informs a new node if and only if it makes a correct guess. As we only
stop the simulation once the number of uninformed nodes drops below 2`, we need at least
n− (β + 1)− 2`+ 1 = dn/2e − ` ≥ β successful guesses and thus win the game to stop the
simulation.
It remains to show that the dynamic network used in the simulation is T -interval connected.
Every ϕ guesses and thus after at least ϕ/(c lnn) rounds of the simulation, we add ` new
edges connecting some v ∈ I and n(v) ∈ U . As long as v is not used as a guess, such an
edge remains for 2ϕ guesses. As long as it is always guaranteed that one of these edges
survives the next 2ϕ guesses (and thus at least 2ϕ/(c lnn) rounds), the network is at least
T = ϕ/(c lnn)-interval connected. Hence, the network is not guaranteed to be T -interval
connected if there is a phase j in the hitting game such that all the elements of the set Yj
added to the target set at the beginning of phase j are successfully guessed by the end of
phase j + 1. Recall that in this case, the player also wins the game and therefore the claim
of the lemma follows. J
For k = 1, the statement of our main lower bound theorem (Theorem 2) now directly follows
by combining Lemmas 10 and 11.
I Lemma 12. For every constant ε > 0 and every T ≤ n1−ε, the expected time to solve
single-message broadcast in T -interval 1-connected radio networks against a 1-oblivious
adversary is at least Ω
(
n2
logn
)
.
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Proof. For the sake of contradiction let us assume that A can solve broadcast for any
T -interval 1-connected network in f(n) = o(n2/` logn) rounds, then based on Lemma 11
a player can solve any instance of the (n/2, `, cT logn)-periodic hitting game in o(n2/`)
rounds which contradicts Lemma 10 and this proves the necessity of Ω(n2/` logn) rounds to
solve broadcast in any T -interval 1-connected network. Based on Lemma 10, by choosing
sufficiently large constant value for ` the claimed lower bound follows. J
In order to obtain Theorem 2, we need to generalize the above result from T -interval
1-connected networks to T -interval k-connected networks for arbitrary k ≥ 1. As shown
below, this can be achieved by using a simple generic reduction.
I Theorem 2 (restated). For every constant ε > 0 and every T ≤ (n/k)1−ε, the expected
time to solve single-message broadcast in T -interval k-connected radio networks against a
1-oblivious adversary is at least Ω
(
n2
k2 logn
)
.
Proof. Given an n-node graph G, let Hk(G) be the graph which is obtained by replacing
each node of G by a clique of size k and by replacing each edge {u, v} of G by a complete
bipartite subgraph Kk,k between the two k-cliques representing u and v. If G is connected,
in order to disconnect Hk(G) by deleting some nodes, we need to completely remove at least
one of the k-cliques representing the nodes of G. Hence, if G is connected, Hk(G) is k-vertex
connected. It follows in the same way that if we have a dynamic graph G1, . . . , Gt which is
T -interval 1-connected, the dynamic graph Hk(G1), . . . ,Hk(Gt) is T -interval k-connected.
Even if all nodes of such a graph Hk(Gi) know to which of the cliques representing the nodes
of Gi they belong, solving broadcast in the dynamic graph Hk(G1), . . . ,Hk(Gt) cannot be
easier than solving broadcast in G1, . . . , Gt. If each graph Hk(Gi) has N nodes, the graphs
Gi have N/k nodes and the claimed lower bound directly follows by applying Lemma 12. J
5 Impossibility of Broadcast Against a 0-Oblivious Adversary
In this section, we prove the impossibility result that we stated in Section 1.1. We show that
unless T is almost equal to n, the global broadcast problem cannot be solved in the presence
of a 0-oblivious adversary, even for very large vertex connectivity k.
I Theorem 3 (restated). For any k ≥ 1 and any T < n − k, it is not possible to solve
single-message broadcast in T -interval k-connected radio networks against a 0-oblivious
adversary.
Proof. We show that a strongly adaptive adversary (i.e., a 0-oblivious adversary) can apply
a simple strategy to prevent any algorithm from solving the global broadcast problem in a
T -interval k-connected network, where T < n− k. Consider the following adversary strategy
to determine the sequence of network topologies.
The adversary partitions the n nodes into two distinct sets A and B, such that A includes
the source node and is of size T + k, and B is of size n− (T + k). Since T < n− k, there
exists at least one node in B. Note that at the beginning, no node in B knows the broadcast
messageM (or anything aboutM). Because the adversary is 0-oblivious, in each round r, it
can determine the graph after all nodes have made their random decisions. It can therefore
determine the graph based on which nodes transmit.
If in a round r, either 0 nodes transmit or at least 2 nodes transmit, the network graph
is chosen to be the complete graph. Note that in such a round, there is either silence or all
nodes experience a collision. In both cases, all listening nodes receive ⊥ and therefore no
node in B can learn something aboutM.
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If in a round, exactly one node v in A transmits, the network graph consists of all edges
except the edges connecting v to nodes in B. Like this, also in this case all nodes in B receive
⊥ and they therefore cannot learn something aboutM.
It remains to show that the given dynamic graph is T -interval k-connected. During the
whole execution, A is a clique consisting of T +k nodes. Hence, A is a T -interval k-connected
network. To show that whole n-node network is also a T -interval k-connected network, it
is sufficient to show that for any node v ∈ B, in any T consecutive rounds, there exist at
least k fixed edges from v to the nodes in A. To do so, fix some arbitrary time interval of T
consecutive rounds. During the time interval, there are at most T rounds in which exactly
one node transmits. Therefore, because |A| = T + k, there are at least k nodes in A which do
not transmit alone during the given time interval. The edges from these k nodes to all nodes
in B are therefore available throughout the T rounds. Therefore throughout any interval of
T rounds, each node in B is connected to a set of at least k nodes in A. Consequently, the
constructed dynamic network is T -interval k-connected. J
Notice that at least for store-and-forward algorithms even collision detection does not
help to overcome the impossibility result. The 0-oblivious adaptive adversary knows the
random choices of the algorithm in the current round and it can thus prevent any progress.
We also note that the above result turns out to be tight in the following sense. If T ≥ n−k,
global broadcast can be solved. If in each round, every node independently tries to broadcast
with some probability (say 1/n), if T + k ≥ n there is a non-zero probability (it may be very
small) that T different nodes are isolated in T consecutive rounds. Consider an interval of
T rounds and let I and U be the sets of informed and uninformed nodes at the beginning
of this interval. From T -interval k-connectivity, we get that there are at least k nodes in
I which are stably connected to nodes in I throughout the T rounds. Before broadcast is
solved, we have |I| ≤ n− 1 and if in the T rounds, T different nodes in I are isolated, at least
one of the k nodes stably connected to U gets isolated and we can therefore make progress.
Note that for T = n− k, the probability for making progress might be exponentially small,
resulting in an exponential running time for the broadcast problem. Note however also that
once T ≥ cn logn for a sufficiently large constant c, it is not hard to show that broadcast
can be solved in polynomial time against a 0-oblivious adversary and if T is larger than
cn log2 n for a sufficiently large constant c, it is shown in [17], that it can be solved in time
O
(
n log2 n
)
.
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